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Vrank to a cabin with sloping or articulated "ceiling." Convergently, our study
indicates that cabins should be designed with a ceiling because a "visual
vertical" seems to aid orientation and an increased "height" dimension
seems to enhance spaciousness. This latter effect would be reflected in an
increased variance of the isovist taken through the saggital (R/L) plane.
The cabins also need to be evaluated in terms of their ability to
accommodate body motions. Here, Isokin analysis is the requisite tool.
Given a specff|ed set or body motion envelopes, it places these within an
enclosure and then calculates various measures or "goodness of fit." The goal
here is twofold: to be able to accommodate, with least need for adaptation,
the desired set or body motion envelopes in the greatest number of locations.
A space where one is constrained to perform an action in only one location or
in only one prescribed movement is less "'habitable" than a space where one
can do sometl_ing via a variety or locations and movements. No overall
evaluative judgments based on the shape or spaces alone is possible here. It
is the relation of the form of the space to the form of the enclosed body
motion envelopes that is critical. Isokin measures compute the interference-
free area (wl_ich should be as large as possible), the percent or body motion
envelope that needs adaptation, the amount and percent or radial
interference (both or which should be as smaU as possible), and the "'quallty'"
of certain bumps that would occur when an inhabitant's envelope comes up
against the enclosure (grazing angles should be low).
Cabins that show the most desirable levels of these variables have
greater kinesthetic habitability. Our simulations strongly suggest that cabin
volumes below 150 rt3 would be unacceptable in terms of accommodating
vl
(without major constraining adaptation) even simple body motions
associated with dressing needs. Cabins with a complex form--those that
have both available elongated spatial and compact spatial components--
appear to perform much better than simple or regular volumes. This is
convenient, because visual spaciousnessis enhanced in the same fashion. It
implies that there need be no imposed tradeoffs between visual and
kinesthetic spatial habitability. A "good" cabin design can spatially provide
both.
Finally, the cabins need to be compared in terms of their conformity to
the SocialLogic of lifein tight spaces. Here, again, there is a choice of criteria
depending on the prevailing socialand organizational climate. Is a space
station crew organized in the manner of a military group or in terms of
modern corporate "matrix management?' One has a highly imposed status
hierarchy, the other expresses egalitarianism.
Inthe militarymodel,a lineararrangementofcabinsalonga module
axiswould affirma statushierarchy.Ifthiscabinarrangementwere utilized
with an egalitarianmodel, there would be an imposed statusgradient
becausesurelyone end of a module would be more desirablethan another
on thebasisofavailabilityosome resource(e.g,a window) or proximityto
a nuisance(e.g,a hygienestation).A revolver-typearrangementofcabins
around a cylindricalaxis more effectivelyreflectsan organizationthat
strivestoavoidinterpersonalstatusconcerns.
Social Logic may at times conflict with the functional requirements of
other aspects of habitability. One immediate example is the tradeoff
SUMMARY
This study presents a model for the quantitative assessment of human
spatial habitability in the space station context. Its conceptual basis for this
is graphically represented in the structural diagram of figure i. This shows
that spatial habitabi)ity is conceived in terms of three major aspects:
VISUAL, KINESTHETICANDSOCIALLOGIC
The Visual aspect assesses hOW interior spaces appear to their
inhabitants.This aspect concerns criteriasuch as sensed spaciousnes and
the affective (emotional) connotations of settings'appearances. The
Kinestheticaspectevaluates the availablespace in terms of itssuitabilityto
accommodate human movement patterns,as well as the postural and
antbropometric changes due to micrograviw. Finally,SocialLogic concerns
how the volume and geometry of available space either affirms or
contravenes established socialand organizationalexpectations for spatial
arrangements. Here, the criteriainclude privacy,status,socialpower and
proxemics (the uses of space as a medium of socialcommunication). All of
these aspectsare functionallyinterconnectedin the design of habitat,but for
analysis,the model is organized so that each may be independently
evaluated. That is,operationallydistincttechniques and measures have
been defined for each of these aspects so that it is possible to hold some
levels of evaluation criteria constant while investigating design
manipulations that vary others. Thus, it is possible to equalize hypothetical
crew cabin arrangements in terms of spaciousness measures, and then to
comparatively assess these cabins' performance in terms of some other
criteria,such as accommodation tobody motion envelopes.
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positions and varlous dlstrlbutlonai measures are compared across cabins.
Generally, the cabin with the highest area and variance and the lowest
lambda measures from the greatest number of positions should appear most
spacious. Area measures visible space available, variance is sensitive to long
views, and lambda is a measure of sequential irregularity. Interior spaces
are seen as more spacious to the degree that more space is visible, long
(interior) view axes are available, and (in design terms) "'the eye moves
smoothly about the space." Our full study computes values of these
measures that can be expected for various-shaped enclosures. Elongated
forms of at least 150 ft3 seem to perform very well. For maximum
spaciousness,area and variance should be as large as possible,and lambda,
minimal. Ifcabins show advantages in one or more measures and tradeoITs
need to be made, we can say with some confidence that area appears to be
most important,variance a closesecond, and lambda, a more distantthird.
But further simulation studies are needed to fully document the relative
contributionsof these measures of spaciousness.
Of course, the affectiveconnotations--theemotional and attitudinal
associations--thata space communicates are alsoimportant considerations.
Rooms may be judged as "intimate,"'boring,""secure"or whatever. Most of
the studiesthat have investigatedaffectiveresponse to spaces show that
these are mediated by nonspatial cues, such as light distribution,visual
variety,type of furniture,availabilityof windows, etc. Some evidence exists
that slopingceilingsare regarded as "friendly"and that extremely narrow
(about 4:1 aspect ratio)spaces are feltto be "unpleasant." If we are
evaluatingvolume and geometry of crew cabins,the substantive data on
affectiveconnotationsare very limited,but they do support giving a higher
iii "
The stuctural diagram shows that certain measures or one aspect or
habitabilityare functionaUy (and rormany) relatedto those or another. For
example, visualprivacy,a concern of SocialLogic,is addressed in terms of
visual access and exposure. But these quantitiescan be measured by the
isovistmodel,which alsois used to analyze spaciousness.A slightreworking
or the isovist model then produces the Isokin model, which assesses
availablevolume and body motions. The structure here involves a few
powerful ideas thatcan be manifest in differentways to meet the functional
demands of evaluation.
This general, quantitativemodel of spatialhabitabilityisthen both a
conceptual sustainingnet and a set of specifictoolsthat operationalizethe
behavioralbases of spatialvolume and geometry. Itcan be applied to any
sizeor shape interior,at any scaleof consideration,from the stationas a
whole to an individualenclosureor workstation.
An example of an applicationmay be as follows: Given 'n'
hypotheticalprivatecrew quarters of approximately equal sizes,which isthe
best designin terms of meeting spatialhabitabilitycriteria?
In terms of visualcriteria,spaciousnessisseen as a major goal. The
largera cabin appears,without bein_ physicallylarger,the betterthe visual
spatialhabitability. The isovistmodel operationalizesthis concern for
spaciousnessin terms of distributionalmeasures on the space that isvisible
(the isovist)from selectedvantage points. These points might include the
sleep restraintand entry positions. Isovistsare computed from these
vii
between visual area and visual privacy from _ cabin doorway. Privacy is
greater if a cabin door can be left open witi_out exposing the entire interior
to passersby. However, such a configuration inevitably decreases visual
spaciousness from the entry position by occluding part of the interior space.
The tradeoff here is resoundingly in favor of visual privacy, but other
conflicts may not be so easily resolved.
Social Logic also requires that a sleep restraint (as the most personal
place) be located furthest from the cabin door. There is a price here to be
paid in terms of egress time in event of emergency. Whether this would be
too costly depends on simulation study of the exact situation.
In this accumulative analytical fashion, it is possible to operationally
assess many intangible aspects of spatial habitability. The best cabin design
will be the one that "scores" highest on desired levels of most measures. If
tradeoffs are necessary, there is a well-developed technology of multicriteria
decision making available to. aid their derivation. But this study suggests
that such tradeoff decisions are unlikely to be needed. The options available
to enhance spatial habitability are not limited ones, and imaginative design
should be able to satisfy _.he various spati_.l habitability criteria to a high
degree. Using this model's approach, spatial habitability becomes as
amenable to careful measurement and assessment as do tl_e traditional
engineering concerns for remote habi_.ats.

iINTRODUCTION
This study explores the meaning and measurement of Human Spatial
Habitability (HUSH). It addresses an old, but deceivingly simple-sounding
question:
"How much physical space does a person need?"
Here, the addressed habitable volume refers to shi#tsleeve crew quarters
proposed for the first permanent U.S. space station scheduled for launch and
construction in Earth orbit sometime in 1992.
At the time of this study, NASA is assembling relevant information on the
development of volume and _eometry design guidelines for the station's
habitable modules. Along with SUCh traditional engineering criteria as
weight, strength, and efficient use of materials, there are also human
concerns. NASA has committed itself to establishing a 90% productivity goal
for crew operations, when compared to similar activities carried out
earthside. Since the station will inevitably be a remote and confined setting,
situated in a hazardous environment and dominated by machine functions, a
l_gh level of habitability will be required to ensure that all mission
objectives can be met. This habitability requirement extends to.
considerations of crew organization, communications, work and rest
schedules, rood preparation, hygiene and ambient conditions of the interior.
But the most basic questions involve the needed amount and configuration of
habitable space itself. With every cubic centimeter of the station being part
2of the most valuable building in history, how much volume should be given
over to meeting possible biological and psychological spatial needs or the
crew?
As part Of the attempt to generate human behavior and performance
design guidelines relevant to volume and configuration, this research was
undertaken as a nine-month project sponsored by the Space Human Factors
Office at NASA-Ames Research Center. The purpose of the research was not
to perform another confinement study, nor one that required human
subjects' participation. Rather, the goal or this project was to quickly review
the extant empirical studies, determine the state-of-the-art of habitability
research, and then to develop a quantitative model of human spatial
habitability. This model should be capable or measuring various aspects or
spatial habitability, and it should be useable as a reference tool for actual
design work.
This study is thus unlike earlier attempts to investigate habitability in
confined environments. Where those sought empirical results, ours aims at a
conceptual and quantitative framework that organizes extant knowledge in a
manner which permits its application to a specific design problem. So it is
not an exercise in experimentation but rather a process of validated,
conceptual innovation.
The development process behind the models described here has actually
followed a relatively straightforward path. First, extant literature was
surveyed and summarized to create a state-of-the-art picture of how "spatial
habitability" is currently conceived. This took the form of a base set of
issues and concerns treated by the studies. These items were used in the
development of a structural tree which permitted the preliminary
organization of the aspects of spatial habitability as separate branches of the
tree (see the following section). Each of these aspects were then
operationalized to produce bottom line measures that, taken together,
provide an overall assessment of spatial habitability.
In thisprocess,research resultsthatwere not part of the originalbase set
often became relevant as a way of validatingthe modelling approach. For
example, the question of visual volume and its effects on perceived
spaciousness ariserepeatedly in the habitabilityliterature(Davenport et al.
1963; Rosener et al.1970; Dalton 1983; Parker 1985). This led us to adopt
the I$OVIST model, as previously developed by Benedikt (1979) as a
fundamental toolfor measuring perceived space. The resultswe obtained in
subsequent computer simulationssuggested that there should be additional
empiricalevidence when human subjectsare testedforjudgments of interior
volume. Where possible,we then locatedthese other studiesand confirmed
our "postdictions"as a way ofvalidatingthe utilityof the isovistmodel.
The modelling results presented here are thus a product of a good deal of
"experimental bootstrapping." When earlier investigators did not make use
of the isovist formalism, we translated their manipulations of independent
variables into isovist terms in order to compare them with more recent
findings. Elsewhere, we developed new techniques to assess the substantive
issues relevant to other aspects of spatial habitability.
This process of validating a model through "postdiction" from a pastiche
of prior evidence is unfortunately highly dependent on the published record
it utilizes. With regard to studies relevant to spatial habitability, this record
4iSfar from systematic. Priorinvestigatorshave chosen to study the effects
or spatial manipulations from a variety or theoretical positions--most of
which are incommensurate with each other. Many earlier studies also railed
to control or to manipulate certain physical variables which our theoretical
position deems as important. Thus, the experimental validation or several or
our model's proposalsisfarfrom complete. Throughout thisreport,we have
endeavored to emphasize those points that most urgently need more
experimental verification.
At this time, the model presented here seems to be the most
comprehensive of its kind in dealing with measurable qualities of the spatial
environment and in linkingthose to establishedconcerns of habitability. If
itiscorrespondinglysuccessfulin aidingthe imminent design decisionsthat
must grapple with the requirements of human spatial habitability,this
model willhave fulfilleditsguiding intentions.
HUMAN SPATIAL HABITABILITY: AN OVERVIEW
What Is Habitability?
The Habitability Research Group at NASA-Ames' Space Human Factors
Office has defined 'habitability' as:
A measure of the degree to which an environment promotes
the productivity, well-being, and situationally desirable
behavior of its occupants.
This summarizes the traditionalview that "...habitabilityrequirements
deal with safety,morale, psychologicaland physiologicalwell-being,health,
comfort and other human factorsof the crew members..." (Davenport et at.
51963). It also recalls the earlier position of Fraser (1968), who saw
"Habitability (as) that equilibrium state resulting from interactions among
the components of the (hu)man-constructed environment complex.., which
permit (hu)mans to maintain physiological homeostasis, adequate
performance, and acceptable social relationships." In short, habitability is
about quality of life. It is, succinctly, a measure of the "fitness" of an
environment for its inhabitants.
Experimental study and the modelling of habitability is undertaken for a
variety of reasons (Righter et al. 1971 ):
(1) To predict human responses in prolonged exposure to
a particular habitat.
(2) To identify specific problem cases which cause less than
optimum habitability.
(3) To better understand the psychological and behavioral
adjustment process to a habitat.
(4) To better understand individual variation in adjustment
to a habitat.
(5) To provide general evaluative data on the assessable
habitability of particular environments.
The end purpose of all of these is to generate better physical design
guidelines, improved work schedules, information management systems
and/or social organizations that enhance the fit between people and their
settings. In this general sense, habitability in all its guises is a basic human
concern of any environment, and according to Cohen and Rosenberg (1985),
6the issue or how much space crew members need is the most fundamental
question of all.
What Is Soatial HabitabiliW?
Spatial habitability refers to the ways in which the volu me and geometry
of livable space affect human performance, well-being and behavior.
Our review of the habitability literature and other studies on spatial
perceptionand behavior has led us to organize the diverse considerationsof
spatial habitability into a structural hierarchy that aids their systematic
investigation. This hierarchy was intermittently revised during the
modelling process. As presented here, itrepresents a graphic summary of
how this study has come to view spatial habitablity in the space station
context.
InsertFigure 1
The hierarchy organizes SpatialHabitabilityinto classesof three semi-
distinctbut complementary considerations.These are calleditsKINESTHETIC
VISUAL,and SOCIALLOGICaspects.They form the three main branches of the
hierarchy. Each of these,in turn,decomposes into lower-order components
based on a relation of inclusion. Items "further down" a branch ate
examples of how supraordinate items become operationalized. Items
"furtherup" a branch are the reasons _ we distinguishand measure the
lower-order elements. The bottom line entriesof the hierarchy describe
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8rlnal operatlonatlzed measures or each particular branch, as we currently
conceive that aspect of habitability. Taken further, these measures provide
the basis of an overall assessment scheme for any particular setting. Each
branch of the structureisexplored in detailwithin itscorresponding section
or thisreport. These sectionsinclude definitionsand explanations of the
entries,and the modelling resultsobtained from analysisby means of the
bottom-linemeasures.
Human 5oatial Habitability: The State-Of-Tire Art
With the advent of the U.S.manned space program in the early sixties,
habitabilityresearch began in earnest to probe the questions of what makes
confined and adverse environments livable.Three directionsof study
evolved out ofthese efforts.
Firstwas the investigationof analogous settings;allof which share
features of limited space, some degree of isolationand separation from
others,and potentialforexposure to a hazardous outsideenvironment.
Analogous environments include prisons, off-shore oil platforms, super-
tankers, (ant)arctic research stations, submarines and .deep-sea
submersibles, underwater habitats,underground installationsand even
"capsulehotels."
Second was the simulation of missions through actual prolonged
confinement of subjects in a laboratory setting or through analysis of
simulated procedures and tasks. This is an experimental and/or modelling
approach.
9Third was the evaluation of historical precedents in both the U.S. and
Soviet manned space programs. Actual experience on missions establishes
what may be the most realistic data base yet for discovering problems of
spacecraft habitability and for making ameliorative interventions. The
SKYLAB missions in particular provided a wealth of information (Skylab
1975; Cooper 1976; Compton and Benson 1983; Pogue 1985) that is still
being mined (Douglas 1984; Cohen and Rosenberg 1985). Recently,
translations of Soviet experiences have also become available (Blurb
1984;198 I;1979; Boeing 1983a).
There are several texts that thoroughly review the voluminous literature
encompassed by the differentapproaches to habitability(Rasmussen 1973;
Boeing 1983b; 5tuster 1984; Connors et al.1985). Rather than retread their
well-worn terrain, we offer the following summative observations of the
extant state-of-the-field:
I. There seems to be no singlebiologicalor psychologicalimperative that
dictatesa "minimum space" demand forhuman habitation.(In this
regard,a wry PlainsIndian legend from frontierdays ends with the
observationthatthe 'White man reallyneeds only enough space in
which to bury him.")
2.None ofthe dozens of simulationstudiesor experienceswith
analogous and precedent spacecraftenvironments have successfully
separated out contributionsof habitatvolume and geometry from
influencesof ambient qualitiesof the settingand other intangibles
1o
or llabltablUty.
3. The measurement of sheer physical space in any terms of "habitable
volume," "free volume," or "'floorspace" is not sufficient to characterize
the behavioral, psychological and social consequences that accrue from
the available physical space. The human experience of a spatial
medium is neither captured nor predicted by physical measures alone.
4. Where volume or geometry requirements have been systematically
derived, their basis lies exclusively within considerations of static
ant_opometrics (e.g., 5th centile female=--95 centile male) and/or
simple body motions (e.g., a rotation about a body axis). While
psychological, visual, or social aspects of space are acknowledged,
these are not quantitatively developed.
5.There isneitheran evolving nor converging agreement on basic
questionssuch as "How much privatespace does a person need?" or
"How much habitablefreevolume should be allowed per person?"
Figure 2 summarizes a variety of different kinds of
habitabilitystudiesand design proposals.Private space assignments
are seen tovary over approximately a ten-foldrange,from 25 ft3to
250 ft3.
Insert Figure 2
6. Generally, as figure 2 shows, the greater the number and variety of
activities that a space is meant to enclose, the more capacious it ought
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to be. For private crew quarters, the discriminating question often is:
"'What else should a cabin volume support besides sleep?'"
Investigatorswho see the need for leisureactivitiesor privateinter-
personalconversationsthere correspondinglyassign more space.
° Over the past twenty .-rive years, there has been no steady mutual
enrichment between the aerospace-oriented habitability literature
and the growing number of similar studies that comprise the environ-
mental psychology and behavior-design research fields. Consequently,
theory and methodology that could help operationalize habitability
concerns have not been appliedby researchersin eitherdisciplinary
context.
. There are extremely richsourcesof (mostly)anecdotalexperiences
from crews of Apollo and Skylab missions,Salyut living,and present
STS orbitaloperations.Taken together,these provide a comprehen-
sivebasisfor habitabilityassessment. But these anecdotes must be
firstorganized intoa more comprehensive model of spatialhabit-
ability.
In summary, our review of a wide range of literature suggeststhat there
is not so much a need for data as there is a need for a conceptual net, an
organizing model, that permits abstracting habitability guidelines for space
stations. Such a model would aid in organizing the diverse observations,
help resolve apparent conflicts across studies' results and suggest particular
measures that most require further specification.

13
The remainder of this report presents and explores the major compon-
ents of such a model. As mentioned earlier, the model was "'assembled" by
forming a database of incidents and observations which were then progress-
ively grouped (and regrouped) into d_[erent content categories. Since such a
collection of instances could be configured in a variety of ways. the tests for
"Goodness of Fit" of a spatial habitability model should have both
representativeand heuristic onsiderations.
The model presented here is "good" to the extent that its aspects
encompass all the data, exhibit internal consistency,and suggest new
insightsand innovative ways of problem solving. In particular,itought to
allow operationalizationand measurement of those qualitiesacknowledged
as important to habitability,but not yet systematicallydescribed. Itought
to confirm, as Kurt Lewin once proposed, that "Nothing is so practicalas a
good theory."
14
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I
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I Physicalproportioning
We begin with the visual aspects of spatial habitability because:
a. thesearemost commonly noticedasavailablespacedecreases
b.thesehave been widelyacknowledged,yetgenerallyregardedas
intangible
c.thesearedescribedby a formalismthatismostintuitivelyappreciat-
ed ina visualsense,even thoughthetheorycan addresskinesthetic
and socialogicissues.
The visual aspects or spatial habitaiblity span major considerations of
spaciousness, orientation,and the affectiveconnotation of spatialform.
Spaciousness is the perceived size/extent of an enclosure. Orientation
referstovisualcues from eitherthe geometry or interiorenderingof an
enclosurethataid "verticalreferencing"or body positioningunder zerog.
The affectiveconnotationof an enclosuredealswith emotionalmessages
conveyed by theenclosure'sizeand shape.Justas theword "mother"can
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denote a female t)arent, it also connotes warmth, tenderness and nurturance
qualities. Spaces carry analogous messages for their users.
As the structural graphic shows, there are non spatial qualities that are
involved with each of these visual aspects. They include surface finishes and
colors, and how the space is rendered by light. In a well-designed room,
such qualities are carefully arranged to work wittt the overall impression
that the volume and geometry convey. Though the scope of this study was
limited to considerations of volume and geometry, a comprehensive
approach to visual spatial habitability must eventually include such surface
and space-renderingdetails.
Proportioning of a space refers to the geometric proportions of the
surfacesthat enclose the space. A well-known example is the use of the
"golden mean" or "divine" proportioninclassicalarchitecture(Huntley 1970;
Pedoe 1976; Doczi 1981 ). However, the connection between preferencesfor
and the functional impacts of proportions seems not to have been well
investigated.Indeed, when proportioningis most often considered,itis in
terms of the volume of space enclosed,and not in terms of the measure of
the enclosingelements. The effectof spatialproportions is treatableby
IsovistAnalysis (seenext paragraph). Lone surfaceproportionsof the
enclosingelements were not generallyanalyzed further in thisinvestigation
sincethey seem mostly to apply to situationswell outside the context of
habitabilityconcerns (e.g.,the view of a building facade from a distance).
Proportioningisonly included in our model graphic as an acknowledgment
of potentialfuture uses forthisconcept,particularlyas itmay apply to detail
design.
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The fundamental toolfor the perceptual analysisof spatialvolume is
the Isovist. Isovistanalysiswas firstdeveloped by Michael Benedil(tand
some collaboratorsat the University of Texas at Austin (Benedikt 1977;
Benedikt 1979; Davis and Bonedikt 1979). Its originslie in J.J. Gibson's
theoriesorvisualperception(Gibson 1966),but itisnot necessary to ascribe
to SUCh theory in order to use the iSOViStinstrumentally
The IsovistModel
The isovististhe setof allpointsvisiblefrom a given vantage point. It
is,succinctly,a location-specificpattern of visibility.Imagine that rays
emanate from the viewer's eye, and proceed until they intersect some
occludingedge or opaque surface(asin the diagram below). As the viewer's
Isovist,
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eye moves, such rays literallyfillthe space about the observer, as long as
they are not interceptedby a solidobject. For example, we cannot see the
space below our desktop as we write, so that space would not be in our
isovist.But allof the pointsthat are connected by the i'aysare in the isovist,
so that an isovistis a "(view)point and a set of surfaces such that the
surfacesare wholly visiblefrom that point"(Benedikl 1979, pg.49)°
The imaginary rays whose endpoints link observer and environment
are calledisovistradials. These radialsfillobservable, three-dimensional
space. We can analyticallytreatthe isovistin terms of itstwo-dimensional
sections.If needed, each fuU isovistcan be built up by combining the
measures of three two-dimensional sectionstaken through the eye point of
the observer.
In architecturalspaces that are "plan organized,"a single horizontal
sectionthrough the isovistat eye levelcan be used as the source of study
18
WithOUt tOO great a lossof ecologicalvalidity.Other section'scharacteristics
may also be added as needed and hopefully', someday, available computing
power might allow analysisof the totalisovistvolume.
Isovistsare analyzed in terms of the distributionalcharacteristicsof
theirradials.The graphic below shows two horizontalsection(plan)isovists
of an observer (marged by a (lot)in the same environment. The cross=
hatched area is that plane rUled by isovlst radials. The visible portion of the
environment available to an observer changes with his or her position.
_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiii!iiiii_iiiii_,_i
:.::!i::_:i!_:i_!::':..:::. :_! .::._:
_.-..'$..!:_:._!:!:.:_:_.:.:._<:::::::;:-:_:::_::_i_:_:::: iI
__I
_i_ ..... ,':_
_._ ........................I
Plan isovistsare commonly tagen through a full3600 to represent an
observer's rotationalcapability,but the subsequent analysis remains the
same ifa lesserspanning angle isused to represent a restrictedor preferred
cone of vision.Our investigationhas used both fulland restrictedisovists,as
the occasionwarranted.
Imagine a full 360 ° isovist, with radials schematically illustrated on the
next page:
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Now, imagine that starting from due right of the observer, we take the
radialsand lay them out side by side,as the illustrationshows. Ifwe now
make a frequency distributionof the radiallengths,we have the data basis
for investigatingseveral differentdistributionalmeasures that describe the
opticalpropertiesof the visiblespace. In particular,we can define and
calculatethe followingspatialmeasures of the isovist:
AREA (A): The amount of space which can be seen from a vantage pointX
and conversely within which the vantage pointX isvisible.
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VISIBLE PERIMErER(P): The length of the real surface visible boundary which
can be seen from X.
OCCLUSIVEPERIMETER (O): The length of the nonvisible radial component of
the total isoVist boundary.
VARIANCE (M2):
SKEWNESS(M3):
The second moment about the mean of the isovist radial
lengths. Variance measures the dispersion of the isovist
perimeter in relation to X.
The third moment about the mean of the isovist radial
lengths. Skewness measures the asymmetry of the dis-
persion of the perimeter in relation to X.
COMI)ACrNESS(C): A measure of shape and complexity. It is the ratio of
perimeter to area, P21A.
CIRCULARITY
(N):
Equals 1 when the isovist is a disc, and >1 otherwise. It is the
square of the boundary of the isovist (including occluding
radials),divided by 4 pi times the Area of the isovist.Itis
another measure of compactness/complexity.
LAMBDA: Measures first-order sequential dependencies. It is sensitive to
the absolute rate of change between lengths of successive isovist
radials. If radials alternate substantially between short and long
lengths, lambda will be >I.00. Where successive radials have low
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rates of chan_e, lambda will be <1.00. This measure is a way of
getting back to the "'pattern" information inherent in the isovist that
other statistical measures ignore.
Adaptations of the above measures are also possible, such as M2/A, which is
the "coefficient or variation" in statistical terms.
These measures do not exhaust the list of possibilities. They were
chosen because they seem to capture many obvious characteristics or visual
space, and because several findings of earlier studies are easily interpreted
within their context. All or these measures are insensitive to surface finishes
such as color, texture and mirrors, as well as how the space is rendered by
light. This makes the isovist in itself an insufficient tool for describing all of
those characteristics that may affect perceptual judgments. But it does
permit a directassessment of the volume and geometry of visiblespace,
which isof immediate concern to space stationhabitability.
By itself, isovist theory is neither a solely optical nor psychological
description of visible space. But it is psychophysical by design, in that its
unit of analysis--the isovist radial--has one endpoint defined by the eye of
the observer and the other by a point in the environment. The perceptual
validation of isovist theory, therefore, depends both on demonstrating that
its measures vary in the ways they reasonably should, and on linking the
measure changes with changes in observer judgments or behavior.
A close inspection of a few examples helps convey some feeling for
isovist measures and how they vary with change of position and shape of an
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enclosure. Figure 3 shows the plan isovistof an observer standing in the
middle of a perfectly_Undrical room. (These and other testconfigurations
utilizea 'standardized"area of 15 rt2 corresponding to the sectionthrough a
volume of I05 ft3with a constant7-footheight.)
InsertFigure 3 here
Notice that for this observer, all isovist radials are equivalent to a
circle's radians. The isovist has no variance, skewness, or occlusivity.
Circularity is minimal and compactness equals, as expected, 4 pi, which is
also "minimal" in terms of this measure (although it indicates the most
compact two-dimensional figure).
When the observer moves to the boundary of the cylindricalchamber,
as indicatedby the + infigure4,his/hervisualfieldbecomes decidedly more
interesting.
InsertFigure 4 here
Variance and skewness both rise with the incidence of "long radial"
views. Note that lambda (ordered dependency) rises just a little--showing
increased complexity--while compactness and circularity stay the same. The
latter two measures are sensitive to only the total visible perimeter and
areas of the isovist, which has remained unchanged by this change in
position. When an entire, simple environment is visible to an observer
under that observer's translation, some characteristics of the spatial
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ext)erience remain invariant, while others do nd_r comparison, examine
the isovist in the pie-shaped enclosure pictured in figures 5 and 6.
InsertFigures5 and 6 here
With area equal to the circularisovistand with the same relativeposition,
there are correspondent increases in visible perimeter and elongation
(measured by circularity and compactness) of the visual field. Somewhat
surprisingly, the circle continues to show slightly h_gher variance and
lambda measures. This is induced by the presence of curved walls which
show more total and successive variation in isovist radials than straight
walls which recede from an observer.
Other propertiesof isovistsbecome manifest ifone takes an imaginary
walk across the pie-shaped chamber. Startingwith figure7, the observer
moves alongthe axisof bilateralsymmetry in figures7 through 9. Note that
variance and skewness decrease markedly with shiftstoward the center of
the room. This is a general result, as the distribution of isovist radials tends
to become more uniform from the center of enclosed spaces. Of course, when
there is no occlusivity, compactness and circularity stay the same. Lambda
also drops toward the middle of a space, but not as precipitously as variance
or skewness. Lambda also increases when one is close to a curved, enclosing
surface as infigure9.
Insert Figures 7 thru 9
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Figures I 0 and I I show the observers isovist from two corners of the
space. This is the condition that makes variance and skewness maximal, but
not lambda, which is driven by _ dependency.
InsertFigures I0 and II
A betterdemonstration of lambda's sensitivityisshown infigures12 to
15,where spanning angles are specifiedto show the effectof views toward
and along straightand curved wails. For views of equal-length perimeters,
lambda isgreaterwhen one looks toward or along a curved surface,which
produces nonlinear sequentialdependencies m successiveradiallengths.
InsertFigues 12 thru 15
Figures 16 and 17 are a comparison of two spaces that adjoina corridor.
Figure 16 is a commonly encountered room configuration. Figure 17 is a
proposed crew quarter from Boeing'sSOC (I981 ). Both of these illustratethe
effect that singular long (zen) views induce on a space. There are
concomitant increasesin area,variance,skewness, occlusiveperimeter, and
elongation.
InsertFigures 16 and 17
Generally,we can summarize the effectsof differentvantage pointsin
enclosuresas follows:
Variability and skewness of view increase near the boundaries, and
particularly, the corners of a space.
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Visiblearea increasesfrom the boundaries or corners ifthe isovistis
restricted to less than full rotation.
Movement to or from a window or opening not only changes visible
area,but alsothe variance,occlusivity,and skewness of the view. Being
closeto a window expands the area of one'sview, but occlusivity,skewness,
and variance are subsequently diminished when compared to a position
further away from the window.
Lambda (sequentialcomplexity) is generally less near the centers of
spaces,and particularlyincreasesinviews toward or alongcurved surfaces.
Effectsof Enclosureon lud=ed Volume and So_¢|ousness
With the isovistmeasures as tools,it isnow possibleto ask, "What, if
any, relationdo these calculationshave with perceived volume or sensed
spaciousness?"
Psychological studies of perceived volume and spaciousness show a
substantial, if unsystematic history of development (see Ankerl 1981,
Chapter 14). The problem has been that, although many empirical manipul-
ations were tested,no coherent, unifying model was used as a basis for
investigation.Study here has been empirically,not theoretically,driven.
Arriving late on the scene, isovist theory provides
comprehensive model. But how well do the various isovist
describe the empirical results? Consider the question about
spaciousness" in an increasing order of complexity:
the needed
measures
"perceived
dl
1. Does subjective, perceived space equal objective, physical space?
Definitely not. Simple line illusions of relative size are reproducible in
natural environments (Cbapanis and Mankin 1967), and other illusionsof
perceived volume occur, such as the "rectangularity illusion"reported by
Sadalla and Oxley (I984). Even the judged sizeor two-dimensional figures is
due more to their relative complexity than to their area differences
(Hitchcock et al.1962).
In other words, itshould be possible to manipulate geometric aspects of
a room or enclosure in order to affect the occupant's perceived volume
and/or spaciousness.
2.What factorsrelatedtoroom sizeand geometry have been shown to
most affectjudgmentsofspaciousnessand/orvolume?
a.Overall,judgedsizeofa physicalspaceseems nonlinearly
relatedtophysicalsize(Garling1969).Thisseems due togrowing
errorsofoverestimationasthedepth (away from a viewer)ofa
spaceincreases(GUinsky195 I).
Greatest deviations from nonlinearity, however, occur at visual
distanceslargerthanwould be encounteredina spacestationinterior.
Forroom volumes up to 1000m3, Innuiand Miyata(1973)found that
judgedspaciousnesswas a power functionorvolume with exponent
approximately= 1.00.
b. The shape of a room is a significant determinant of perceived
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volu me.
Mencbikoff (1975) discusseshow rectangularrooms are perceived as
having more volume than square rooms of actualidenticalvolume.
This impression increaseswith increasingrectangularity.SadaUa and
Oxley (1984) independently confirmed thisresultand showed itto
be independent ofviewing positionof the Observer. Their resuRs
substantiatethose of Innui and Miyata (1973),who found no
differences in judged spaciousnessdepending on whether a
rectangularmodel room was viewed from the long or short dimension.
For extreme rectangular spaces, with aspect ratios greater than
2.0:I.0, the illusory effect of greater volume seems to diminish
with opportunity to explore the space (Mencllilcoff 1975). This
diminution increases with increasing rectangularity (tested over a
range of 1.5:1.0 to 3.0:1.0).
c. The height dimension of a room is that measure which is most
often overestimated. This recalls the vertical/horizontal illusion
(Chapanis and Mankin 1967) that appears operative in natural set-
tings. Adults overestimate height by approximately 7% (Menchikoff
1975), while Garling's (1970; 1969) studies estimate that the
exponent for height in his power law model is less than that for
depth and base. However, volume overestimation starts earlier than
basic area overestimation, indicating that it is the overestimate of the
height dimension that encourages the judged error.
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It is entirely unlcown whether this enhanced effect or perceived
height will persist when a person actually traverses the vertical
dimension,as one can in zero g.
d. As the elongationratioof a volume increasesso does the volume
overestimation(Ankerl 1981 ).Generally,subjectivevolume car_be
seen as an inversefunctionof a space'scompactness and the number
ofitsaxes of symmetry. Highly compact, symmetrical spaces should
be judged as lessspaciousthan irregular,elongated ones.
e. Distancesjudged alon2 surfacelinesare overestimated with respect
to those judged over "air"lines(Ankerl 1981 ).
This impliesthatwhen a room givesan observer the opportunity to
Iooltalong a wall to another boundary wall,the boundary wall should
be judged as furtheraway than ifitisseen from the same physical
distanceacrossthe empty space of the room. Opportunitiesforview
axes enhance sensed spaciousness.
3. Can isovistmeasures account for the empirical resultson judged
spaciousness?
Benedikt and Burnham (1985) provide the most explicit estof isovist
theory as a descriptivemodel for judgments of spaciousness. In theirfirst
study, subjects judged pairs of model environments in terms of which
member of the pairhad more visiblespace. Their second study asked which
had more _ space. The model environments were constructedto vary on
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one Jsovist measure while holding other measures constant. The results
showed that _ values of area and variance and low values of visible
perimeter and occlusivity were associated with judgments of greater
perceived space.
This suggests that enhanced spaciousness occurs when we see more,
when we are near the walls or corners of a room (where variance increases);
and when we see less of an enclosing perimeter, and when that enclosing
perimeter is not a highly irregular one that cuts off interior views.
The portion of these results which deal exclusively with perimeter
might at first seem to conflict with earlier findings that less compact spaces
(i.e., having _ perimeter for a given area) are judged as more voluminous
than compact ones. BenediVt and Burnham (1985), however, describe a
subsequent test comparing a rectangular and square room, which
determined that the square room did not seem larger than the rectangular
one. It appears .that the perimeter effect observed by these researchers
resulted from the way in which model rooms were constructed, which often
resulted in "histogram" type configurations that produced long corridor-like
appendages highly dissimilar to real environments. Otherwise, their results
provide strong confirmation of the earlier studies, and show that isovist
theory is capable or capturing those aspects of visible space that seem most
involved with perceived spaciousness.
In order to investigate more thoroughly the relationship between
isovists and the compactness of rooms, we simulated views from different
positions within rectangular and square enclosures. The results of these
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exercises are shown here In figures 18 through 26. They can be compared
with the isovists within a parallelogram-type of cabin in figures 27 through
7.9.
Insert Figures 18 thru 29
These again confirm the results of past empirical studies, if those are
reinterpreted in terms of isovist theory. From comparable viewpoints, the
isovist in a rectangular space always has a greater variance than the isovist
in a square space. The lambda measure of sequential variability shows no
such clear dominance, indicating that it is sensitive to a different type of
spatial complexity than the variance of the isovist. Variance is driven by
long axial views. Lambda is driven by rapid, large changes in successive
isovist radials. Previous studies have neither conceived nor tested this
particular kind of spatial variability, although it would seem to be very
pertinent to the designers' heuristics that "to enhance spaciousness, the eye
should move smoothly over a room."
If this dictum is to be believed, then low values of lambda should be
associated with higher sensed spaciousness. This would make its effect
inverse to that of increasing variance for the same purpose. Compare, for
example, the effect on lambda of moving into a corner vs. the middle of a
square or rectangularroom. In a square enclosure lambda, proportionally
decreases to a greaterdegree.
For our purposes at the moment, it is noteworthy that it is possible to
describe two very different measures of sDatial complexity that allow
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Figure 18
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Figure 19
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Figure 21
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Variance (M_) • 3. q73
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Figure 22
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Standard Deviatlon • 1.69@
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Figure 24
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Un-rotated poslt;on.
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M2/R : _._17
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Skewneee [H3] • #,519
Figure 29
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operationalizingdifferent qualitativedesign heuristics. Variance (and
compactness) deal with how spaces elongate or open into each other, while
lambda deals with the smoothness or an enclosure. There is a rich
opportunity here for futureempiricalinvestigation.
Given the apparent efficacy or isovist measures, we constructed
simulations or isovists for different proposed and precedent (Skylab) private
crew quarters.Figures30 through 44 present these results.
InsertFigures30 thru 44
Inspectionof the graphs and tablesshows that there are considerable
differencesinthe (apparently)most important isovistmeasures. The area of
the isovist,taken from the entryway or a proposed sleepsackposition,varies
over a multipleor 2.5from smallestto largest.
Because areas are not equal, a proper comparison of variability among
these spaces is the coefficient of variation, not the variance, per se. This is
the variance divided by the area, symbolized by MzlA in the tables. Note,
how, in the more irregular and less compact spaces M21A is higher with
comparable viewing positions within a compartment. It seems that this
should be a desired feature if a small space is to be seen as more interesting,
varied, and spacious, given empirical studies as a guide.
The results from the Skylab sleep compartments permit a postdiction of
which compartments should have been regarded as most spacious by the
different crews. If isovist measures can be retroactively applied here, we
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Figure 30
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R-mLn • e.eSe
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R-mean • t._q
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C[rcutarit_ (N} • 1,5_e
O/P = e._Sq
O/T • o.ze9
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MS/R • e.qe3
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Q/P = 0. IS8
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Standard Devlatlon • 1.438
Variance (N2) " _._67
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Figure 36
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Figure. 37
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Figure 38
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predictthatthe 5kylp compartment should have been regarded as most
spacious,on the basisof itsgreaterisovistarea and variance.SkyZp and
5ky3p are much closerin size. But ifvariance and elongationare as
important as the literaturesuggests,and if low lambda improves
spaciousness,then 5ky3p shouldhave been judged slightlymore spacious
thanSky2p.
Unfortunately,we could find no referenceto differencesin judged
spaciousnessinthe publishedSkylabliterature.Perhaps thisquestionwas
never asked(?).As a relativelyquicktestofthevalidityofisovistheoryfor
crew compartments,itdeservesto be answered now. We encourageour
readerstohelpinthisregard.
Concludin2 Discussion of Isovist Theory_ and 5paciou_nes._
Our simulationshave shown thatisovistheoryissensitivenough to
capture differences in visible space within small crew compartments. Al-
though isovist theory is a relatively recent development, its predictions also
seem to reaffirm the results of earlier published studies on spaciousness and
perceived volume. Whether those investigators knew it or not, they were
manipulatingisovistcharacteristicsa independent variables, and their
resultsare in accordwith thoseof the one publishedpaper (Benediktand
Burnham 1985)thatexplicitlyusedisovistmeasures.
The available evidence indicates that enclosed volumes may be made to
appear more spacious if they are not compact (i.e., have higher values on
isovist compactness and circularity measures), allow longer axial views (i.e..
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have higher variance), and have more visible space (i.e., have greater isovist
area) from comparable vantage points. We can also define another isovist
measure of visual complexity that deals with sequential dependency in the
isovist array (lambda). This measure seems not to have been investigated in
studies of perceived volume, but it is useful in two ways.
First, in terms of a full (3600) isovist, low levels of lambda may indicate
a less chaotic-appearing room boundary which we would expect to be
associated with higher judged spaciousness. For example. Samuelson and
Lindauer (1976) found that a neat room, with everything organized, was
judged as larger and emptier than a messy room of equal size and
furnlsMngs. This seems to confirm the interior designer's heuristic of
increased spaciousness accruing from "the eye's ability to move easily over a
room." Second, if we consider only a partial isovist, such as a view along an
enclosing edge or surface, we find that lambda is higher for views along a
curved edge surface receding from the observer than for a lineal one.
However, Della VaUe et al. (1956) found that, with two-dimensional figures
(seen in plain view), if an edge is broken or curved there is a greater
overestimate in line length when compared to a straight line. This might
indicate that h_her lambda values in receding edges should be desirable so
that when one looked along a curving bulkhead within an enclosure,
spaciousnesswould be heightened.
We believe it is dangerous to generalize from paper and pencil studies
of figures to prediction about perceived qualitiesof,enclosing volumes.
Simulation research needs to be done to determine if changes in the
angularity or curvature of bulkheads can be used to enhance spaciousness.
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ISOViSttheory,however, provides the necessary toolfor investigatingsuch
manipulations. Table I summarizes isovistcharacteristicsrot various cabin
proposalsand room shapes,ordered by increasingelongation.
InsertTable I
AFFECTIVE CONNOTATIONS
When one views or livesin an enclosed space, differentemotions--or
affectiveconnotations--may be induced in the user. Since architectsare
very concerned with affective qualitiesof spaces, there has been a
substantialhistoryof investigationin thisarea.
Unfortunately,most all of these studiesdid not manipulate volume or
geometry of rooms independently from a myriad of other design
characteristics.There have also been serious problems with the prime
methodology--the use of bipolar semantic differentialscales(see Danford,
5tarr& Willems 1979, for a discussionof these problems).
In spite of the valid criticisms, the idea that spaces carry affective
connotations seems well established. For example, Kuller (1974) reports that
factor analytic studies of 66 adjective responses to slides of apartments
could be analyzed in terms of a smaller number of "affective" factors. The
first, and most important, was security; the second, social status; the third,
physical arrangement, and the fourth, individuality. So spaces carry mean-
ings for people beyond their purely physical measures.
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TABLE 1
ISOVISTS FROM ENTRY POSITIONS
Crew Quarters
C / N M2 M2/A Lamda Area
15.15/1.21 1.58 0.17 0.97 9.55
15.30/1.22 1.85 0.19 0.90 9.84
16.09/1.28 4.03 0.I8 0.93 22.27
16.3411.30 1.73 0.18 0.93 9.90
16.4611.31 2.15 O.19 0.87 11.43
17.75/1.41 3.01 0.16 1.31 18.48
19.1I/1.52 2.50 0.20 0.97 12.61
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TABLE I (continued)
Shapes (Area Held Constant)
C I N - M2 M2/A Lamda Area
12.59/1.00 2.46 0.16 1.23 15.01
0.9315.4811.23 2.30 0.15 14.97
16.00/1.27 2.17 0.14 0.95 15.05
16.3211.30 2.34 0.16 0.93 15.09
17.07/1.36 2.00 0.13 0.89 15.00
1.0117.0711.36 2.47 0.17 15.00
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What kind of affective connotations would we like the interior of a
space station to have and what evidence exists regarding the impression
given by certain kinds of enclosing shapes?
In one of the earliest relevant studies, Wools and Canter (1970) found
that a sloped ceiling in a drawn room made that room appear much more
friendly than if it had a flat ceiling, although this was not as important as
seating arrangement.
Garling (1972) studied aestheticpreferences using color photographs
and detailedand nondetailed drawings of streetsin a small town. He found
that high values of "'pleasantness'"could be accounted for by three factors.
The firstfactorbe calledvariation,which referred to variationin shapes,
sizes,and colors,and richnessof detail.The second factorwas shadiness and
had to do with variegated light quality in the scene. The third factor was
openness and dealt with size and lightness of spaces. Whereas more
variation and shadiness resulted in greater pleasantness, subjects were
divided on their opinions about openness.
8O
A more thorough study or the Influence or spatial configurations on
arrective responses has been recently completed by Nasar (1981). He had
120 respondents sort 1/12-scale room models in terms or felt securiW,
pleasantness and interest. He found that models with average-height
ceilings were felt to be more secure than those with tall ceilings; that square
models were judged more pleasant than rectangular ones; and that wide
spaces were judged more secure, pleasant and interesting than narrow ones.
His definition of wide and narrow was not made in terms of aspect ratio of
the rooms, but in terms or absolute width. His narrow models were all 12.7
cm in breadth by either 25.4-cm or 50.8-cm. long. His wide model was 25.4
cm by 50.8 cm.
Much or Nasar's (1981) results can be interpreted as a favorable
response to spaciousness, since larger are_.__a_amodels were more favorably
rated, and the most favorable of all were those with the lowest height/depth
ratio. This latter measure has been shown (Hayward and Franklin 1974) to
strongly influence perceived enclosure. But even if N_sar's data are
regrouped so that volume is controlled, it appears that square rooms, with or
without tall ceilings, are judged more favorably in terms of security,
pleasantness and interest than are rooms or aspect ratio 4: I.
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T_en together, the results of these different studies suggest that
changes in the iSOViStcharacteristicsof interiorsare likelyto influencemore
than perceived spaciousness,and that some manipulations may produce un-
desirablearrective responses as a side effect.
Slopingceilingswould seem to be positivefor both spaciousnessand the
connotation of friendliness,since they produce an increase in the isovist
variance. (We wonder ifa bulkhead that curves into a ceilingwould show a
response simUar to thnlooe_ive=eilings.Together with GarUng's
(1972) study, itseems clearthat a high isovistvariance is desirablefor an
interiorvolume.
But Nasar's results imply a preference for square, compact spaces over
rectangularones, and this is contrary to the desired effectthat elongation
and rectangularityhave on perceived spaciousness. However, in his study,
thisonly became apparent when he contrasted square spaces with those of
4:1 aspect ratio,which is a much higher aspect ratio than that which
previously enl_anced perceived volume. Given the results of the other
investigatorscitedhere,itseems reasonable to say that spaces with aspect
ratios of 2:1 to 2.5:1 could be utilizedto enhance spaciousness without
undesirable affective connotations. Again, clearer evidence awaits
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slmulauon teststhat assess both spaciousnessand affect[reresponse
concurrently.
Another recentstudy by Kaye and Murray (1982) demonstrated the
interactionthatfurnituredensityhas with perceivedroom size. In their
factoranalyticstudy of coloredroom drawings,they found thatadditional
furniturein a picturedroom made the room appear more "cluttered"and
"accidental"as well as lessspacious. (This reaffirmsthe findingof
$amuelsonand Lindauer1976.)
There appears to be a good lesson here for the design of tight spaces.
Not only the shape or the room, but also the way furnishings are placed
within it,will affect perceived spaciousness. The impression given by a
small volume requires that geometry and furnishings work together to
create a well-integrated space. From a human factors perspective, the visual
satisfaction with a crew compartment, in terms of spaciousness and other
affective connotations, will depend on how well requisite features such as a
sleep restraint,storage and work/communication center all fit within the
envelope.
Concludin_Comments on visualAspect-_
This section has reviewed the visual aspects of spatial habitability and
proposed an analytic model in the form of isovist theory as a design tool.
Extant literature confirms that small spaces may be made to appear
more spacious by manipulation of their geometry, the addition of views out
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of the space, and careful integration of their furnishings. Isovist theory
provides a direct means of measuring the visual qualities associated with
spaciousness and other affective connotations of an enclosure. It is also
congruent with the tenets of ecological optics while being applicable to any
size or configuration of interior space.
Substantive results of earlier studies, though incomplete, are
remarkably convergent in their implications for expanding perceived volume
as well as for enhancing the _fective components or settings. Many of those
investigators' manipulations or spatial variables are interpretable within
isovist theory, which would allow future simulation studies to build on these
results in order to assess a wide range or interior spatial qualities. The
visual aspects of human spatial habitability become operational and
measurable within the model presented here, and are readily amenable to
rigorous empirical testing.
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The kinestheticaspects of human spatialhabitabilityare concerned
with the ways that people fitin and move t_ough interiorspaces. Our
structuraltree divides these aspects into staticand dynamic conditions,
respectively.
Static onditionsinvolveaccommodating the sizeof crew members as
well as theirpostures.Earliermissionshave provideda wealth of data
regardingthe significantchangesin body measurements and posturesthat
are seen as adaptationsto a microgravityenvironment. (Seethe Skylab
ExperienceBulletinsfor a more complete discussionof these effects.)
Generally,thereare increasesin torsogirthas body fluidssIRftheadward,
and concomitantdecreasesinleggirth. Also.a person'sextended heiglat
increasesas spinalloadsdiminishunder micro g. Posturally,the resting
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position becomes more quadrupedal, with arms and legs raised and bent
forward while the head and neck bend downward.
As the 5kylab missions demonstrated, these bodily changes have
significant implications for the design of equipment, furnishings and interior
space (Pogue 1985; Cooper1976; Compton and Benson 1983). Astronauts
often had to tense their stomach muscles uncomfortably to remain "seated"
at a console and could not use leg/thigh restraints in their proposed manner.
Clearly, the ergonomics of zero-g conditions are different from
terrestrial envLronments. While acknowledging the importance of these
anthropometrlc transformations, this study will not attempt to address such
static qualities of kinesthetic spatial habitability, as they are well-presented
elsewhere (Griffin 1978).
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Dynamic aspects or the human form produce equal,
unaddressed (Church et al. 1976), concerns for habRability.
¢
require adaptations in human motion patterns to keep the
but as yet
Tight spaces
body motion
envelope (bme) as small as possible. Contrast, for a moment, the act of
getting dressed in one,s bedroom or in a one-person mountain tent. In the
latter, feet are kept close together, bending angles are reduced, and a shirt is
most likely donned one arm at a time.
In a confined space, movement patterns that typify any number of
daily activities must often be contracted and reduced in variability so as to
fit within the available volume. One can study these dynamic phenomena in
two ways--by looking at either the interference-free volume or the body
motion envelope.
Interference-free volume measures the unobstructed physical space
available for a particular action. The body motion envelope is an integration.
over time, of the actual amount and sl_ape of space swept out by an activity.
Both of these considerations were examined by Church et al. (1976) in
their determination of space requirements for the ST5 bunks and hygiene
station. The bunk space was specifically sized to allow a 95th-centile male to
turn over or to raise the knee to a vertical position while lying prone.
5ometimes very small amounts of additional space can make
considerable differences in human comfort, if the space is where it is needed.
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Sanders (I 980), for example, investigated the dimensions of sleepin)_cabs in
cross-country trucks. He _ound that the berth dlmenslons needed to De
increased by only 0.2 m in width in order to comfortably accommodate the
desired, slightly curled, sleep posture. Although cabs were anthropometri-
cally sufficient for straight prone sleeping, they could be significantly
improved by a minor increase that allowed a larger variety in body
positions.
Succinctly, the lesson here seems to be straightforward: dimensional
increases do not enhance habitability unless they occur where needed;
because in essence, it is not how large you make a space, it is how you make
it large.
From this perspective, then, arguments over how much volume is
sufficient for habitation are likely to be inconclusive as long as there is no
general analytical procedure for determining where and how an enclosure
induces constraints or requires adaptations on human movement. We could
find no extant technique suitable for this purpose; however, it was possible
to combine some features of the isovist model with physical space-modelling
techniques to utilize both requisite free volume and body motion concepts.
We have called this ISOKINANALYSIS.
IsokinAn_lysis
Figures 45 and 46 illustrate the essential idea of ISOKIN analysis, where
the ISOKIN is defined as that space available for a given set of movements
from a given point.
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Insert Figures 45 and 46
In ISOKIN analysis, the outer contour of figures 45 and 46 represent the
actual physical enclosure of space, not the visible space defined by isovist
analysis. Two=dimensional illustrations of these spaces represent a section
taken t_ough the space and enclosures parallel to the x-y plane. The inner
contour is a similar section of a body motion envelope (brae) taken parallel
to the x-y plane. The diagram illustrates how the body-centered coordinate
system (x', y',z') may be referenced to the fixed x, y, z system attached to the
enclosure. Vectors RI, R2, and R3 comprise both the scalar length and
angular information necessary to uniquely locate the x', y', z' axis (i.e., body).
Body orientation is defined within the enclosure by comparing relative
orientation of x, y, z and x', !?', z' axes.
t
i y'
Figure 45 represents a maximal section through the resting 0-g posture
bme of a 5th-centile female in a cylindrical enclosure. Figure 46 places this
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section in a rectangular surround. The lower graph on the accompanying
twin plot is for the bme. the uDDer for the enclosure. (Volume may be
converted from surface areas by multiplying by the average assumed height
of 7 feet.)
As with isovists, it is first necessary to define some new measures in
order to fuUy utilize ISOKIN analysis.
DETINITIONS_
ACTIVITY: A logically or habitually related sequence of body motions
BODYMOTIONF._VELOPE(BIVIE): A _nceptual surface which just encloses
the extreme body motion of an activity
GROSSF'Rlt ARIA AND
GROSSFREEVOLUME:
The area or volume defined by the enclosing
surface minus the area or volume of the bme.
(Equipment or furnishings are not included in
our test contours, but should be included in
practical applications.)
GROSSFREEAREA
(VOLUME)RATIO:
The ratio of gross free area (volume) to the total
area (volume) of the enclosure
The useable volume within an enclosure for a
specific brae. This volume will usually be less than
the gross free volume, because it is affected by
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projections or acute angles in the enclosure that
constrain placement of a bme. Interference=free
volume is determined piecemeal by moving
sections of a bme around in an enclosure until a
part of the bme contour touches an edge or limit-
ing projection. This envelope of unrestricted
movement (corresponding to planar translations
and rotations of a "rigid" brae section) is the
interference-free area. When added up for dif-
ferent bme sections, and adjustments made for
whole body restrictions, it becomes the inter-
ference-free volume. A familiar example of a
design's effect on interference-free volume occurs
with the length of the arms on a standard desk
chair. As the sitter brings the chair closer to the
edge of the desk in order to write on the desktop,
the projecting arms of the chair are the first
elements to strikethe desk edge, impinging
further movement. The sitterissubsequently
forced to lean forward, which does not allow the
seat-back cushion to support his/her lumbar
area. Modern ergonomic desk chairs
have "'recessed" arms that permit closer
chair placement and the needed back support. In
this example, the interference_free volume in the
chair movement envelope is substantially and
selectively increased by a relatively small design
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change.
ADAPTATION
INDEX( A l ):
Percent of BME Area outside enclosure,
AI = Abm,) outsidelAb_ total x I00
KINESTI_IC
EFFICIENCY
(KE):
The definition of Gross Free Area/Volume (GFA) and
Interference-free Area/Volume (IFA) allow specification
of Kinesthetic Efficiency (KE) as a measure of spatial
economy. KE is the percentage of space utilizable by a
brae compared with the space provided by the en-
closure.
KE = (IFAIGFA) x I00
The computation is identical for volume measures.
THE FORM
FACTOR:
A ratio which compares the longest dimension between
two points within a b me or enclosure to the diameter of a
circle having the equivalent area as the brae or enclos0re
(Bunge 1962: Haggett and Chorley 1969).
FF = Lld
Form Factors greater than 1.00 show increasing elongation
or a brae or enclosure.
CONFORMITY
INDEX:
A measure which compares the form factors of bme and
Enclosure by taking their difference
C/= FF(enc) - FF(bme)
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The Conformity Index is considered to be more efficient as
it is closer to zero, for this indicates a shape of space
similar to the shape of the brae it encloses. But Conformity
Index will not indicate free volu me.
RADIAL INTERFERENCE
MARGIN(RIM):
A measure or the accommodation of a space to
the preferred location of an activity. It is
defined as the radial separation (+) or overlap
(-) or a preferentially located b me within the
enclosure when the maximum radial of the brae
(Rmaz) is aligned with the minimum radial of the
enclosure.
RIM = Rmin(encl) - Rma_(b me)
PERCENTAGEOFRADIAL
INTERFERENCE(PRI)/
ACCOMMODATIOR
The ratio of the RIM over the Rmax (bme) times
I00. When it is negative, it is the highest
percent of Rm_ (b me) undergoing interference.
When it is positive, it is the percent of the Rmaz
bme that is "'overaccommodated" in the space.
TOTALANGULAR
INTERFERENCE(TAI):
The total number of degrees throush wl_ich
contact is observed between a rotating pre-
ferentially located b me and an enclosure.
QUALITY OF
INTERFERENCE
Is an indicator of the severity of any contact between
bme and enclosure. The QOI for one contact point
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(QOI): may be approximated by calculating the angle
between the enclosure surface (or surface tangent)
and the brae surface tangent at the contact point.
Smaller average contact angles indicate less severe
contacts as long as velocity vectors parallel to the
brae envelope are assumed.
The interpretation of RIM, PRI, and TAI measures first requires
specification of how desirable it is to allow rotation of a located bme within
an enclosure. Figure 47 shows these measures for a 95th-centile male in a
forward bend or leg elevation (shoe tying) brae within a rectangular
enclosure. Notice that translation of the (lower) bme curve along the x-axis
corresponds to a rotation of the b me in the space.
Insert Figure 47
The above definitions of measures and criteria for whole braes within
enclosures correspond to some underlying hypotheses about kinesthetic
spatial habitability:
A. A space ismore habitableifitallows an activityor setof activRiesto be
performed in alternativepositionswithin the space (placement of b mes).
B. A space is more habitable if it allows an activity or set of activities to be
performed in more than one specific way (variability of bme).
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C. A space is more habitable if it is as accommodating to the largest
person's bme as it is to the smallest person's (same) bme (sizing of a bme).
As an explanatory demonstration of ISOKIN analysis, figures 47 and 48
show two brae profiles for 95th-centile males inserted in different sections
of 150 ft3 spaces. The "bend" brae represents a shoe-tying motion.
Insert Figure 48
Note that for the "bends" in Figures 47 and 48, the Conformity Index in
the rectangular space is better, but the cylindrical space has greater
interference-free area, and thus, kinesthetic efficiency. The bme is very
elongated and directional when compared to a circular surround, which
interferes with the bme slightly more in terms of radial and angular
variation. But for these size spaces, there are far more accommodating
positions for the b me in the circular space than in the rectangular one.
In Figures 49 and 50, the bend brae is replaced by a "reach" for the
same size male. The "reach" brae represents a standing reach and full
horizontal arm swing to the sides. The Conformity Index here again favors
the rectangular space which better matches the elongation of the b me. Also,
there is less overlap with the rectangular enclosure, meaning that less
adaptation of the brae would be needed in the rectangular space.
Insert Figures 49 and 50
When rotations of the bme are taken into account, however, the
circular surround shows a distinct advantage in the percentage of radial
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interference (PRI). (This difference would be lessened somewhat if the bme
in the rectan2ular enclosure were shifted sll=htly to the left.)
These examples show the advantages and disadvantages of using
various spaces to enclose elongated or directional bmes. A compact space
will likely require more adaptations in body motion to fit the space, but that
adapted action can then take place in a greater number of positions. An
elongated space will require less adaptation of the motion, but the action will
be constrained to relatively fewer positions in the space.
I$OKIN analysis reveals the critical tradeoff demanded in the kinesthetic
design of tight spaces. It is a tradeoff of constrained variability. Either an
activity will be constrained in the ways it can be performed (adaptation
required) or in the positions where it can be performed (no adaptation
required).
Figures 51 and 52 compare the reach and bend bmes for the same pie-
shaped 150-ft3 space. The pie-shaped space accommodates the bend brae
better in its present position and rotated positions (indicated by relative
IFA's or KE's and TAI's, respectively) at a cost of greater radial interference
(PRI) in most rotated positions.
Insert Figures 51 and 52
Figures 53 through 58 illustrate reach and bend bmes in three different
proposed crew-quarter configurations. The I$OKIN analysis of constraints on
body motions are both revealing and compelling. Comparison of the ISOKIN
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measures for the Boeing-Lockheed and Lockheed I spaces of equal area offer
insight into how complexity or form may effect kinesthetic habitability.
InsertFigures53 thru 58
The nearly square Boeing-Lockheed space offers regularity and
simplicity in contrast to the irregularity of the dual-chambered Lockheed 1
space. The more compact, regular square shape boasts a higher KE and lower
PAl and QOI measures. These advantages may be seen as the result of an
area which is more accessible to the brae because of the simple linear nature
of its surrounding surfaces.
The cost of this enclosure feature is indicated by th_ space's inability to
accommodate the more elongated Reach 95 brae. Even though much more of
the area of the Lockheed 1 space is inaccessible ,to the brae's, the overall
conformity of shape is better. That is, the more elongated space better
accommodates the elongated braes. Even though in some ways the Lockheed
I spac_ may seem more restrictive(hnving for exnmple, a higher PRI and
lower KE), the abilityto accommodate the longer brae without requiring
adaptationshould be given top priority.The betterKE,PRI, & QOI indicators
of the Boeing-Lockheed space have been achieved at the cost of a 10%
adaptationindex for the Reach 95 brae. The figuresalsoshow that,although
a betterconformity was achieved with the Lockheed I shape, itwas stillfar
from optimum in accommodating the long- and _m_o_.-.u_u"':"""braes. _'"^iu,_:.u_';"^
chambers cannot be justified by ISOKIN analysis alone (but may be important
for isovist or social logic reasons).
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The Lockheed 2 space has a proposed 50% reduction in area as
compared to the Boeing-Lockheed and Lockheed I spaces. The GFA
reduction is so extreme that neither the bend nor reach bmes may be
accommodated in their preferred position without adaptation. There is one
position of the bend brae that can be accommodated and results in efficient
use of the space though at the cost of location variability in space use. The
tradeoff illustrated here is a central issue in the design of efficient and
habitable spaces. It is theoretically possible to design the spaces to
accommodate all required bme's in only one position and achieve a very high
(I00%) kinesthetic efficiency and conformity. However, the loss of position
variability in the highly specialized space may severely reduce perceived
habitability.
It is clear from those examples that no one ISOKIN measure alone can
predict the overall worthiness of a space for specific braes. Rather, some
weighted summation of these measures must be considered. This requires
both a complete inventory of unconstrained braes that need accommodation
and some clear value policy about the relative desirability of Iocational and
behavioral variety.
Concludin_ Comments on IsokinAnalysis
ISOKINanalysisshows that it is possibleto operationalizeand measure
formerly intuitivenotions about how spaces influence behavior. In the
relativelylimitedsimulationswe have attempted,certaincostsand tradeoffs
of tightspaces have already become apparent.
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Tight spaces limit both the variety or activities and the variety or places
in which those activities can be performed. As the size or a space decreases,
however, these constraints are not equally expressed. The nature of
constraint appears to depend on the form or the brae relative to the form or
the enclosure. If the form factors are very different, adaptations to the brae
will be more significant for a given size surround; but an adapted brae may
be able to take place at more positions in the space. Compactness is the
important consideration when working with form factors. For example, if
the enclosure is more compact (say circular), then the relative differences in
form (i.e., CI) are less important (once adaptation has occurred.) On the
other hand, if the brae is more compact, adaptation will most likely not be
required and position variability is less constrained. If the form factors are
similar, the activity described by the brae will require less adaptations; but
the positions in the space where it can take place are greatly reduced. The
luxury or spaces that are large relative to the activities they enclose is that
the activities can show variety in both form and place.
Using ISOKINanalysis,itisnot possibleto decide,prima facie,which size
and shape spaces would be the best for a given general function--private
crew quarters,for example. First,the range and type of activitiesto be
enclosed must be specified,and then these must be ordered in terms of their
adaptabi.lityo spatiallimitationand theirreplicabilityatother pointswithin
the station.Once these admitted value judgments are made, ISOKIN analysis
can determine which enclosuresbest accommodate the required activities.
Because elongated and compact spaces efficiently accommodate
different, but potentially equal valued aspects or behavioral variety, we
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suspect that it is unlikely that the general optimum design for a private crew
quarter will be a simple, or regular, form. The most space-efficient design
will combine aspects of compactness and elongation into a more complex
form specifically sized for the required bme's. Some of the crew cabin
proposals illustrated here demonstrate this bivalent capability.
Based on preliminary and limited simulations of spaces, another
conclusion is suggested. The minimal volume of an enclosed crew cabin
should not be less than 150 ft3 if satisfactory kinesthetic habitability is to be
maintained. Our simulations at 105 ft3 all showed significant shortcomings
for simple dressing motions' braes of 95th-centile males, and it would seem
that this is a daily activity that should be commodiously supported. It is
hard to imagine some clever design that would arrange the needed space
while using lessthan 150 ft3of it. Similarly,itwould seem that a 200 ft3
assignment would solve the problems too inefficiently.We estimate that
further, more detailed study will result in cabin enclosures between 150 ft3
and 180 ft3 that, from a kinesthetic perspective at least, are ideally suited to
the activities required of them.
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Introduction
We view soicallogicas another,qualitativelydifferentaspect of human
spatialhabRability. The term '3ocialLogic" is borrowed from EilUer and
Eanson's (1984) text,The SocialLoRi¢.of Space. In theirbook, these authors
describe "how spatialorganizationis in some sense a product of social
structure."They set out to find the elementary structuresof human spatial
organization,to represent these, and to show how they relate to make a
coherent system of spatialusage. The levelof scalehere is with town and
city planning,but another architect(Stansall1985) has shown that their
program may be used to analyze spaces within buildingsas well. At the root
of sociallogicliesthe recognitionthat spaces carry socialmessages frought
with meaning for their inhabitants--messages that are encoded in the
physicalarrangement.
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Hillier and Hanson (1984) see two fundamental principles at work in
establishing social logic. The first of these is convexity. It describes how,
and how much, space is enclosed. The second is axia|ity. It describes how
and where a space is connected to other spaces. The patterns of enclosure
and connection are co-determined as much by the societal rules and
conventions as they are by landform or ambient characteristics. They
display a "social logic."
Illustrative examples of social logic are often found in indigenous
cultures, where certain directions are sacred, certain connections, taboo.
Women or young males may be required to live apart, and the enclosure and
connectivity of their dwelling spaces reflect the established social order.
Similar instances of social logic, both equal and less formal, occur in any
modern office building. Upper-level executives are given more enclosed
space (private offices) in the corners on higher floors where they are
accessed (connected) only through a private secretary. "Social Power" in an
office landscape, as described by Lipman et al. (1978) can accrue through an
opportune placement of a clerk's workstation at the corner of a corridor,
which allows casual monitoring of personnel movements.
So there is more to spatial habitability than its visual appearance or the
kinesthetic restrictions on body movements. A space becomes more livable,
more fit for habitation, if it also reflects the appropriate rules of social order
and interaction. The social logic expressed by a habitable space must be
congruent to the social rules of human organization.
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Comt_onents of Social Looie
The social logic of space and the social criteria it responds to are al(in to
form and content. Each reflect the other, and each can serve as a starting
point for a structural analysis. One can take convexity and axiality and show
how these spatial descriptors respond to social requirements. Or, one can
take the requirements and see what sort of spatial demands are manifest.
The structural model that we developed takes the latter approach and
begins with three highly salient social criteria. These are the needs for
privacy, status, and the complex of spatial controls on interpersonal
communication, which is called proxemics. This is not to say that these are
the only demands worth considering.
A recent STS flight crew member confronted the religious question of
"which direction to pray toward Mecca" when one is in orbit. ('Down' ruled
the Mullah--which in fact is "up" within the I =g reference orientation of the
shuttle interior when its payload bay doors are open toward Earth.) There
will certainly be other, perhaps more pernicious problems in the future, as
multicultured crews are flown. But privacy, status, and proxemics concerns
cover a lot of social territory and serve as good examples of how volume and
geometry can act to serve or obstruct the enclosed social processes.
Priva_
Privacy is being treated in a separate NASA study currently underway
(Harrison and Sommer 1986) which reviews the considerable literature on
this topic. Our purpose here is to briefly outline some of the spatial
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ImpUcationsor that work and to show how these can be analyzed in terms of
quantitative analogues of convexity and axiality. Again, these appear to be.
in part, surprisingly similar to the techniques of isovist and isokin analysis
previously presented.
Privacy, in particular, can be thought of as an interpersonal boundary
control process that either restricts or exposes information about oneself"
(Altman 1975). While such information can be communicated (and received)
through any of our five senses, the most relevant concern for the volume
and geometry of a habitat is visual privacy. Visual privacy is most
commonly gained through enclosure, which in turn manifests the "convexity"
principle. As any occupant of open-plan offices knows, it is possible to
have visual without sonic privacy, but when enclosing elements are surface-
treated appropriately, more enclosure yields more privacy of all kinds.
An important tool for the quantitative analysis of visual enclosure has
been developed by Archea (1984). He calls it the "visual access and
exposure" model, but it can also be addressed in terms of isovist theory.
"Visual access is the potential for monitoring one's immediate physical sur-
roundings by sight" (Archea 1984, pg. 40). "Visual exposure is the likeli-
hood that one's own behavior can be monitored from his/her immediate
physical surrounding" (Archea 1984, pg. 309).
Spatial enclosure as well as ambient conditions combine to create both
abrupt changes and gradients of visual access/exposure in any habitat. A
person peeking around a corner has high visual access and low visual ex-
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posure, as does a watcher from the shadows. The glare of stageligl_ts
produces the opposite conditiOnS, where a performer is observed, but not
observing.
Isovist theory is capable of describing the spatial conditions that
provide these varying combinations of visual access and exposure when the
analysis is extended to multiple vantage points. Vantage points that have
largearealand positivelyskewed isovistsare those that provide high access
with low exposure. Peepholes,corners,and the ends of corridorsare routine
physicalexamples.
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If a position is in the areas of isovists taken at many different
surrounding perspective points, that position has high visual exposure.
Although isovist theory itself does not make the distinction, we know from
practice that some vantage points to one's workstation, room or living space
are much more intrusive on visual privacy than others. To be watched from
above and behind seems particularly invasive. (It is, unfortunately, a
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condition found in many office settings.) Isovist theory can quantify the
spatial conditions that create visual access/exposure potential. How
relatively advantageous or damaging these are to individual privacy
requires interpretation based on other evidence.
Wichman (1979) describes an example where a firm shifted from
traditional closed to open plan offices. The earlier arrangement had allowed
executives to signal their availablity to colleagues by leaving their doors
slightly ajar ( a system that is also common in dormitories). The new office
partitions did not allow this convenience, and so informal visitors had to
peek around or over the partitions to see ff the occupant was busy. In
his/her peripheral vision, the occupant notices the peeker, but to make eye
contact with the (now) intruder is tantamount to accepting the visit. So the
occupant must pretend not to notice and so feels uncomfortable and rejecting
while the visitor feels overly intrusive and humTm=te(1)_tcome here
was a dramatic decline in face-to-race visits among executives, which was
seriously damaging to company collegiality.
In isovist terms, the users of the setting were no longer able to
manipulate visual exposure aspects of their private spaces, in order to signal
social intent. Their control over surroundin_ vantage points diminished.
along with any sense of individual privacy.
Heubach (1984) also has performed a detailed study that examined how
well the visual access/exposure model describes privacy seeking in junior
high school students. She found that visual exposure was a particularly
strong determinant or location selection for privacy-required behaviors.
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By selecting many different points in a setting, it is possible to generate
an "isovist field" (Benedikt 1979) for any isovist measure one chooses.
Figure 59 illustrates such an area field for a room off a hallway (Benedikt
1978). Vantage points of identical area isovists are connected to form the
"'visual contours" shown. Each contour connects a string of different (but
equal area) isovists, much like the contours on a map connect equal but
different elevation points.
Insert Figure 59
By this means, it is possible to represent different spatial configurations
and determine these positions where visual access and exposure waxes and
wanes. Heubach (1984) has also provided a shorthand method for
computing access and exposure at selected locations. Figures 60 and 61
show how two proposed crew cabin designs succeed in giving an occupant
some low visual exposure, even in a small space. In both of these, there is a
useable part of the cabin that is out of view of the passageway.
Insert Figures 60 and 61
If it is desirable that crew members be able to spend some time in their
cabins "off stage" and involved in their own pursuits, such an arrangement of
views-in would seem necessary. If these were combined with a cabin door
that could be left partially open, the means for a visual privacy control
system would have been established.
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Figure 59: An Areal Isovist Field
for a Room off of a Hallway
(after Benedikt 1978)
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Figure 60: View Access into a Lockheed Cabin Proposal
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Figure 61: View Access into a Boeing SOC Cabin Proposal
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Of course, there are other spatial modifiers G privacy than those
concerned with visual aspects. Privacy increases with the degree of
necessary penetration, or number of spaces that one must pass through in
order to reach a given space. This is called precedence (a manifestation of
axiality). It means, generally, that our most private rooms are located
furthest from entries, setting up a "privacy gradient" for any habitat. A
more private apartment or condominium in a complex is one at the end of a
street or corridor, where other residents will not have to pass by its door.
As a spatial device, precedence is also a strong indicant of social status.
One must move through several lower functionaries to reach a high=status
executive, and one must move through several spaces--anterooms and
corridors--to reach the most valued (and private) room of a dwelling, say a
private library.
The rule of precedence is straightforward and unvarying. Higher status
people, places, tltings, and events come later--in both space and time. Tl_s
rule applies within spaces as well as between them. In a "'high-status'" office.
one must walk across the room from the entry in order to reach the
occupant. Similarly. a bed in a master bedroom is never placed adjacent to
the doorway of that space. In one of the few crew cabin proposals (see
below} that separates the sleep restraint from the work/communication
center, the sleep restraint is placed next to the entry, while the work center
is "'further" into the space. Social logic, under the criterion of precedence (an
axiality condition) would reverse this ordering.
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Sleep Restraint Bulkhe(
Work Center
Other spatial indicants of privacy and sta%us are concerned with
adjoining and circulation. Under the adjoining rule, what is next to the
space one occupies helps determine the eIhibited social value. Under the
circulation rule, there are different values ascribed to "pass through" or "pass
by" arrangements.
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Thus, a particular private crew quarter would be less socially valued if
it were placed next to the crew's "hygiene facility" or laboratory animal
cages. A space like a wardroom becomes less sociable if circulation in the
habitat is directly through its middle, rather than off to one side. Parlors,
dens, or living rooms in homes are not traversed in order to reach other
parts of the dwe!|ing. If this becomes necessary due to space restrictions,
the passage is usually at one end of the space.
Analytically, precedence, adjacency, and circulation conditions can be
handled by a branch of graph theory called network analysis. 5tansaU
(1985) gives in-depth examples of its application to the spatial organization
of offices. By this means, any floor plan can be abstractly represented, both
graphically and through a binary square matrix. Figure 62 shows two floor
plans, one elongated and one square, with their matrix and graphical
abstractions.
Insert Figure 62
Beginning with a floor plan, the individual spaces are lettered and
designated according to function. Here CASE I and CASE II (adapted from an
example by Stansall 1985) show an elongated and square floor plan, respect-
ively. The networks on the floor plans show how the spaces connect.
First, a square binomial adjacency matrix is constructed with a 'I'
entered when there is a direct connection between any pair of spaces. Here
a space is always seen to connect with itself.
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But spaces don't only connect, they "'reach" each other t_ougn
intermediate spaces. A first order teachability matrix is easily computed by
multiplying the adjacency matrix by itself. The new entries of 'I s' in the
matrix now indicate which spaces are reached through one intermediary
space. For example in CASE I, A reaches C through B, but in CASE II, this will
not happen until second-order reachability. Successive powering operations
on the adjacency matrix establish successive orders of teachability until no
new 'I s" are obtained.
The utility of the teachability matrix is that it can be used to develop a
hierarchical digraph, which here displays the spaces in terms of their
distance from the outside, indicated as Y. The hierarchical digraph also
reveals the precedence relations in the floor plan which could be used to
determine congruency between organizational structure and habitat layout.
Of course, it is also possible to work in the reverse direction. If a set of
teachability goals were set for an organization, a floor plan (perhaps several)
can be derived that satisfies them.
The point is that the demands social logic makes upon precedence,
adjacency, and circulation can be represented and analytically compared in
any set of alternative facility (or space station) layouts. In the two Cases
presented, the average number of spaces that each space is apart from any
other space is 1.53 for CASE I and .95 for CASE If. This is an index of the
inte2ration of the facility (Stansall 1985).
For a hypothetical space station layout, it should be possible to construct
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different hierarchical digraphs to see how alternate configurations perform
with respect to reachability from different nodes, such as airlocks, ward-
rooms, or safe havens. The overall performance of alternative layouts with
respect to such locational criteria, be they derived functionally or through
appeal to social logic are not always evident or immediately comparable.
Network analysis is a useful tool for operationalizing what has long been the
province of architects' educated intuition.
Proxemics
Proxemics is the study of space as a communications medium. Proxemic
relationsl'ups play an ongoing part of every social encounter, although many
of these are so well learned by people that they go virtually unnoticed. In
social situations, individuals maintain mutual and reciprocal control over
spatial quantities such as interpersonal speaking distance, relative heights.
and orientation of parts of their bodies (Bull 1983). The nonverbal silent
cues sent by spatial displays in social communication significantly determine
how the overall message is perceived and interpreted.
To date, the proxemic .qualities of living in close quarters under
microgravity have not yet been systematically studied, even though a rich
data source is available in videotapes and movies of 5kylab and 5TS
missions. However, anecdotal evidence indicates that earthbound proxemic
mechanisms are readily transferred to space habitats (Cooper 1976: Pogue
1985).
Skylab astronauts would not float over their dining table to reach food
storage bins, just as one does not reach or jump across a dining table in an
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earthbound resldence. Astronauts also maneuver themselves Into a slmJlar
"personal vertical" to carry on conversations, and have sometimes requested
this of their colleagues. Reading facial expressions is equally important for
communication, regardless where it takes place.he Proxemic implications
for volume and geometry guidelines are both immediate and important for
designing in t1_e social logic of a habitat.
Generally, the space available, and the configuration of that space,
should _d|ow for the relatively unconstrained exercise of proxemic control
mechanisms. This means that:
a. When a conveoesational or social _'e_eation space is indicated, the
space should be configured so that n individu_s can occupy it with inter-
personal speaking distances of from 1.5 to 4.{) ft. at approximately 9{)0
to1200 angles from each other. In American culture, 900 (_ound a corner)
is the preferred angle for casual conversation, while 180 o (across) is selected
for competitive games or negotiations.
b. Equal relative heights among social conversants should be
maintained through spatial configuration and the placement of fixed or ad
hoc positioning restraints. This is because, unequivocally, significant
differences in relative height, either real or symbolically hnplied, carry
strong connotations of social power and dominance. The higher status
person always stands on a podium or sits in a high_b_ck ch_ir, occupying a
greater relative height.
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Relative height in particular has strong implications for the design of
social recreational spacewithin a cylindric'Al habitat. Here. there is a great
temptation to increase space efficiency by going "up" an imposed vertical
bulkhead to create more restrained positions. While it may be acceptable
practice to allow such variety of positioning, it is probably not advisableto
impose strong relative height differentials as the on_.RlZway of fitting a given
number of people in a space. The social dominance message here is likely to
be particularly enduring and generalized across expected crew cultures.
c. Restrained rest positions should allow conversants to maintain
"'postural congruence" (Scheflen 1964). This means that, in a socially
communicating group, it should be possible for all to position themselves in
relatively similar styles of body orientation and limb location, and in mirror
congruence. Similar or congruent postures appear to be an indicant of
rapport and agreement within a group. If postural attitudes thusly
correspond to social attitudes, it would seem prudent to design so that
expression of this proxemic mechanism becomes possible. Again, allowing
exerciseof establishedspatialcommunication habits can only enhance the
habitabilityof a confined environment.
Unlike some of our earlier presented models of visual spaciousness and
movement analysis, proxemic research shows a rich history of testing and
application. Bull (I 983) and Altman (I 975) provide exceptional overviews
of this literature, while Evans (1982) examines the relationship of proxemic
(and other) coping mechanisms to environmental stress.
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Concludlnlt Comments on 5oclal Lo_J.c
The social logic of space operates in terms of privacy and status
gradients, social power, and interpersonal perception, all G which are
communicated by how spaces are sized, bounded (convexity) and connected
(axiality). Spatial messages are almost always interpreted relative to their
context. Size of an assigned workspace carries meaning not in absolute
terms, but in terms of the sizes of one's colleagues' workspaces; its
placement relative to others signals the social or functional worth of the
occupant's role in the organization.
To analyze a space station habitat in terms G social logic first requires a
clear social and organizational philosophy. How is a crew to be organized
and led? A military type model has far different implications for the social
design of habitat than does one based on "matrix management."
For example, it would probably be unavoidable that in a "hotdog" model
of space allocation within a cylinder, a linear arrangement of private crew
cabins would result in one end being "more preferred" than another. This
may result from proximity to a hygiene station, commander's cabin, or even
a safe haven. This immediatei_, would set up an imposed status hierarchy
which may work against actual crew management. "Revolver" type models
of crew cabin arrangements si.destep the potential nicely, perhaps at the
functional cost of congested egress into a single central passageway.
It is not uncommon to find that social logic is sometimes at conflict with
the functional needs of spaces. In businesses, executives may have the best
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chairs and the best views, when they actually spend little time behind their
desks. Here, a greater need, a social one, is being fulfilled. Any organization
must somehow grapple with the respective worths of spatial allocation and
arrangement, deciding which facility supports of individual, organizational,
and social functions create a "best fit" to its raison d'etre. The proposed
station is no exception, and its ability to reflect the social logic that NASA
deems most desirable for its successful operation will undoubtedly be an
important contribution to its overall spatial habitability.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, human spatial habitability was conceived and
operationalized in terms of three major aspects. These were called its
VISUAL , KINESTIIETIC,AND SOCIAL LOGIC components. Each of these was
decomposed in turn to a limited set of bottom line measures purported to
capture the relevant environmental effects of living in tight spaces.
Although these aspects of spatial habitability were presented
independently, in practice the contributions of conditions represented by
their measures combine to operate in a wholistic sense. Visual spaciousness,
available body motion envelopes, and the observance of a subtle yet
pervasive social logic concatenate to produce what we experience as a
habitable space. One part of the experience frequently affects another, even
if there is no immediate and direct physical reason. So Savinar (I 975) found
that increased ceiling height reduced feelings of crowding, even though
floorspace remained constant. In our terminology, increasing the volume of
the isovist affects one's appreciation of available activity space and how this
is occupied by othe_he interdependent linkage here lies in the
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perceptual/motor systems of the observer/actor, not in any physical
necessities of the space.
This is both good and bad news for the modelling (and the application of
models) of spatial habitability. Recognized interdependencies are useful
because they allow a designer to solve problems in a variety of ways. If
physical space is at a premium, then visual space can be made to substitute
for it, at least in part.
However, interdependencies are problematic, because they imply that
the goals of design cannot be neatly categorized into different parts of a
checklist, and then ticked off as a subset of conditions are satisfied. This is
what makes it impractical (and impossible) in our estimation, to present
some algorithm of a general model of spatial habitability which would
provide a recipe for the ideal space along with the weighted importance of
the various ingredients.
The dimensions of habitability are integral, not componential, and each
of our "'aspects" of habitability should be designed in to its fullest in order to
ensure the level of habitability that a space station demands. Even the word
"level" here is misleading if it implies that one could put together a facility
according to increasing orders of tivability. It is much more of an all-or-
none case, where design intentions must be constantly reaffirmed on all
levels of detail if they are to be manifest in occupants' experiences. A
habitable space is a pattern of effects, not a laundry list of conditions to be
satisfied.
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Fortunately. a distinction can be made between the performance criteria
that describe habitability and the physical manipulations that produce it.
Our modelling and background research has emphasized attention on
performance criteria rather than explicit forms so that the lessons of this
study would have a wide range of practical applicability.
For example, if one wants to specify a small, enclosed volume that looks
as large as it can or larger than it is to an occupant, one should do the
following:
Select some preferred vantage points within the volume and shape the
space so as to maximize the area and variance of the isovist from these
points. It is also suggested (but not confirmed) to shape the space so that
lambda (sequential irregularity) is low from the same vantage points. These
criteria devalue compact or very regular spaces, since these have a lower
variance in their isovists from corresponding points. For equal-sized small
volumes, elongated shapes show enhanced visual spaciousness.
Kinesthetically, however, compact spaces are often more efficient, and
they are also likely to show more rotational accommodation of body motion
envelopes. So it is reasonable that there may be a conflict in the minimal
space requirements set by visual and kinesthetic considerations. But
whether a proposed cabin should be chosen on its visual or kinetic bases
ought not to be an issue. With a clear understanding of the physical motions
to be enclosed, a cabin design should be possible that achieves both visual
and movement habitability criteria.
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Although spaces act as 'whole systems" in terms or thelr IlvabIllty,
analyzing them partwise in terms of qualitatively different performance
criteria does allow a design to successively "come into form" ( Alexander
1966). The process needs to be one of first seeing what form each set of
criteria is trying to express and then finding an acceptable solution in the
union of these possibilities. This is part the science and part the art of
engineering design.
The most important conclusion of this study is that it is possible to
operationalize and apply the intangibles of spatial habitability, much as it is
possible to apply hard engineering criteria. Although empirical work needs
to be done to determine the relative contributions or different parameters,
the models presented here at least seem to abstract and represent the useful
quantities that mediate between space enclosures and how these are sensed
by their inhabitants. The human factors of spatial habitability deserve an
equivalent role in space station design to that held by more traditional
engineering and life support considerations.
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as a point of departure the "Isovist" model developed by Dr. Michael Benedikt of the
U. of Texas, the report suggests that spatial habitability can become as amenable to
careful assessment as engineering and life support concerns. Note: Empirical resear
is ongoing within the NASA/ARC Habitability Research Program to maximize spatial
habitability through the use of color, light, graphics, geometry, and both real and
simulated views out of enclosures.
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